Page Recipe
4 Wonder Pocket Borders for the candles
1 pocket border cut into 1.25x1.25 squares for the flames on the candles
Wonder Designer paper for the background
2" Everyday Birthday Border cut to 6" length.
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Wonder Designer Cardstock
2" Everyday Birthday Border
Page Recipe

4 Wonder Pocket Borders for the candles
1 pocket border cut into 1.25x1.25 squares for the flames on the candles
Wonder Designer paper for the background
Use Butterfly Lace Border Maker Cartridge to cut a Border from Wonder Designer Cardstock
Medallion Punch out of Wonder Designer Cardstock
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Wonder Designer Cardstock
2" Everyday Birthday Border
Wonder Pocket Border Strip
2 Medallion Punches out of Wonder Designer Cardstock
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2" Border Strip from Everyday Birthday
1 Pocket Border Strip from Wonder
1/2" x 12" Strip cut from Designer Cardstock from Wonder
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2" Border Strip from Everyday Birthday
1 Pocket Border Strip from Wonder
1/2" x 12" Strip cut from Designer Cardstock from Wonder
2 Pocket Journal Cards from Wonder
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2" Border Strip from Everyday Birthday
1 2" x 12" Strip cut from Designer Cardstock from Wonder
2" x 2" Square cut from Designer Cardstock from Wonder
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Products Used: Wonder and Everyday Birthday
2" Border Strip
5 Pocket Border Strips
Pocket Journal Card Cut 3.5" x 4"
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Products Used: Wonder Collection and Everyday Birthday
2” Border Strip
3 Pocket Journal Card
4 Pocket Border Strips

Page Recipe
Products Used: Wonder Collection and Everyday Birthday
2” Border Strip
3 Pocket Journal Card
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Products Used: Wonder Collection and Everyday Birthday
2" Border Strip
2 Pocket Journal Cards -- one cut to 3.5" x 4"
Designer Cardstock
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Products Used: Wonder Collection and Everyday Birthday
2" Border Strip
4 Pocket Border Strips
Designer Cardstock
1.25" x 12" piece of Designer Cardstock
Pocket Journal Card Cut in half
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- 2 2" Borders from Everyday Birthday
- 2 Pocket Border Strips
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Products Used: Wonder Collection and Everyday Birthday
Two 2" Border Strips
4 Pocket Border Strips
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Products Used: Wonder Collection and Everyday Birthday
Two 2" Border Strips
4 Pocket Border Strips
Designer Paper